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CONSTRUCTION OF NONSINGULAR BILINEAR MAPSt 
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(Received 24 April 1967) 
A BILINEAR map f: R” x Rb + R’ is said to be nonsingular if f (x, y) = 0 implies x = 0 or 
y = 0. The multiplication of real, complex, quaternion and Cayley numbers provide 
examples of such maps in the cases a = b = c = 1, 2, 4 and 8 respectively. Other examples 
have been constructed in Ginsburg [2]. It is a classical result of Hurwitz [3J (see also 
Radon [4] and Eckmann [l]) that if n = 2°r+4B (27 + l), where j?, y 4 0 and 0 5 CI 6 3, there 
is a bilinear map I#J : R’ x R” -+ R” satisfying 114(x, y)l] = ]I x ]I * l/y/] for r = 2” + 8p but not 
for any bigger r. Such maps provide another class of examples of nonsingular bilinear maps, 
In general we do not know for what values of a, b and c will there exist a nonsingular 
bilinear map f: R” x Rb --) R’. The purpose of this paper is to construct the nonsingular 
bilinear maps given in Theorems 1 and 2 below, and to comment on their topological impli- 
cations. 
$1. THE CONSTRUCTIONS 
We shall denote the space of quaternions by H and the space of Cayley numbers by K. 
As a vector space over R, K z HO H. Given Cayley numbers x = (a,, a,), y = (bl, b2) 
where a,, a2, b,, b, E H, the product xy is given by 
xy=(qb, -h2az, b,a, +a26,). (1) 
It is also customary to identify R with the subspace of K generated by the two-sided unit 
(1, 0). For elements xi, x2, . . . in K, we shall write R(x,, x2 , . . . ) for the subalgebra in K 
generated by x1, x2 , . . . over R. The following properties of K will be needed (see [6]). 
(A) R(x) always contains Z. 
(B) R(x, y) is an associative subalgebra for any x, y E K. 
(C) If xy = yx, then R(x, y) is a field (isomorphic either to R or to C). Hence there 
exists z E K such that R(x, y) = R(z). 
We can now give our constructions. 
t The results in this paper constitute a portion of the author’s Ph.D. thesis submitted to Princeton 
University. The author wishes to thank his thesis adviser, Professor Norman E. Steenrod, for generous help 
and constant encouragement. 
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THEOREM 1. Let u = (x1, x2) E K2, v = (y,, y2) E K2. Then the R-bilinear map 
f: K2 x K2 --) K3 given by 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
is nonsingular. Furthermore f gives rise to the following nonsingular bilinear maps: 
(i) R’6 x R16-_,R23 (ii) RI3 x Rt3 --f Rig. 
(iii) R” x R” +R17’ 
x Rt6--tRZ2’ 
(iv) R” x R” --f Rt6 
(v) RI0 (vi) R” x R15 +R21,’ 
(vii) R” x R14 --f RZo’ , (viii) Rg x RI6 + Ri6. 
Proof. Iff(u, v) = 0 then 
(2) 
xlYl=72x2, Y,xl= -x271, X2Y2 =y2x2. (3) 
Right multiplying the first of these equations by & and left multiplying the second by jj2, 
then adding up the results, we get 
(Xl Y&l + J2CY2 Xl> = (F2 x2)71 - 72(x2 Yl). (4) 
Since x2 y2 = y2 x2, there is a z E K such that R(x, , y2) = R(z). Consequently the three 
elements jj2 , x2 , jjl all lie in the associative subalgebra R (z, J,), and so the right-hand side of 
(4) is zero. Applying similar arguments to terms on the left-hand side of (4) we reduce it to 
Xl(YlJl + Y2J2) = 0. (5) 
Assuming v = or, y2) # 0, we deduce from (5) that x1 = 0 and substitution back in (3) leads 
to x2 = 0. This proves thatfis nonsingular. 
Let x2 = (al, a2), y, = (bl, b,) represent x2, y, as quaternion pairs. Then by a simple 
computation we find 
x2 y2 - y2 x2 = (a, bl - bl al -I- C2 b2 - 6, a,, b,(a, - Cl) - a,(b, - 6,)). (6) 
Both the quaternions a, b, - bl a, and G2 b, - 6, a, have no real part, and so the Cayley 
commutator x2 Y, - Y, x2 is purely imaginary and lies in a 7-dimensional subspace of K. 
It follows that Imf lies in a 23-dimensional subspace of K3, so thatfcan be regarded as a 
nonsingular bilinear map R16 x R16 + R23, as in (i). 
To obtain the maps (ii)-(viii) we restrict f to various subspaces of K2 x K2. As an 
example let V be the 5-dimensional subspace of K consisting of Cayley numbers (c, d) where 
c is real and d is any quaternion. Let x2, y2 vary in V, so that u = (xl , x2), u = (yl, y2) lie in 
the 13-dimensional subspace K @ I/ of K 2. For such u and v, the commutator x2 Y2 - y2 x2 
reduces to 
x2Y2 -Y2x2 = G&b, - &a2, O), 
which lies in a 3-dimensional subspace of K. Therefore f (u, u) lies in a 19-dimensional sub- 
space of K 3. This gives the map (ii). Similarly, each of the maps (@-(viii) can be obtained 
by restricting f to a suitable subspace of K2 x K2. We omit the details. 
A more delicate construction will show that (iii) of Theorem 1 can be improved. In fact 
we have 
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THEOREM 2. Let a = (a,, a2, a3), b = (bl, b, , b,) :be in H3. Then the map g : H3 x H3 
+ H5 defined by 
g(a, b) = (al b, + 6, a, + 6, a3, a, 6, - b2 a,, a3 6, - b, a,, b, a, + a2 6,) 6, a3 + a3 b3) 
gives rise to a nonsingular bilinear map RI2 x RI2 --) R”. 
Proof. g is obviously /?-bilinear. If g(a, b) = 0 then 
a,b, + 6,a, + 6,a, = 0, a26, = bza,, a36, =b3al, (7) 
b,Z3 = -a2 6,) 6,a, 3 -Zi3 b,. 
Right multiplying the first question in (7) by 6, and using the other equations in (7) to sim- 
plify the result, we get 
a,(b,6, +b,6, +b3h3)=0. (8) 
On the other hand, left multiplying the first equation in (7) by b, and using the other 
equations in (7) to simplify the result, we get 
a2(b, 6, + b, 6, + b, 6,) = 0. (9) 
If b = (b,, b, , b3) # 0, then (8) and (9) imply a, = 0, a, = 0 respectively, and substitution 
back in (7) leads to a3 = 0. This establishes the nonsingularity of g. 
Since 6, a3 + a3 b3 is real, the last component of g(a, b) lies in a l-dimensional sub- 
space of H. So we can regard g as a nonsingular bilinear map RI2 x RI2 -+ Rt7. 
52. APPLICATIONS TO TOPOLOGY 
Let P” denote the real projective space of dimension n, and let 5, be the Hopf line bundle 
over P”. For a positive integer k, k& will denote the k-fold Whitney sum of 5, with itself. 
An interesting problem is to determine the maximal number of independent sections which 
k&, can admit. (The sections sl, . . . , s, of k&, are called independent if for every x E P”, 
cc(x), . . * , s,(x)} is a set of linearly independent vectors in the fibre over x.) This problem can 
also be formulated in terms of the concept of geometrical dimension of stable vector bundles. 
See Sanderson [5, $91, 21. 
Nonsingular bilinear maps provide estimation for the possible number of independent 
sections to k&, . In fact we have 
PROPOSITION 3. If there exists a nonsingular bilinear map f : R’ x Rntl + Rk, then k&, 
admits r independent sections. 
Proof. The total space of k&, is Rk x Y/T where T is the involution on Rk x S” given by 
T(x, y) = (-x, -y). Let T also denote the antipodal involution of S” and take P” = S”/T. 
The map 
F:R’xS”-+RkxS” 
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given by F(u, u) = df(u, u), y) for u E R’, y E S” induces a map 
F’ : R’ x (S”/T) + Rk x S”/T 
which by virtue of the nonsingularity offis an embedding of a r-dimensional trivial bundle 
into kc,, . Thus kc, admits r independent sections. 
In view of the constructions in Theorems 1 and 2, we can now conclude that 235,s 
admits 16 independent sections, etc. 
Ginsburg in [2] has shown that if k > n + 1 and if there exists a nonsingular bilinear 
map R”+’ x Rnt’ + Rk, then P” immerses in R k-1. Applying Theorems 1 and 2 we get 
PROPOSITION 4. P 9 immerses in RI5 ; P I1 immerses in RI6 ; P ’ 2 immerses in R l8 and PI5 
immerses in R22. 
The immersions of P9, P l1 and P1’ given here have been constructed before (Sander- 
son [S, Th. (5.3)]) and are known to be best possible. The immersion of P” in R’* is, to 
the best of our knowledge, new. 
It would be interesting to know whether the converse of Ginsburg’s theorem is true. That 
is, if P” immerses in Rk-‘, will there exist a nonsingular bilinear map R”+l x R”+l+ Rk? 
Theorems 1 and 2, together with some easy constructions in lower dimensions, show that the 
answer is yes for 1 5 n 5 11 and for n = 15. 
Added remark. After the preparation of the manuscript of this paper, we have been 
informed by Professor J. Adem that the construction in Theorem 1 can be generalized to give 
nonsingular bilinear maps of the form Ram x R8” + Rlbrne9, m 2 2. 
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